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Of dogs and death

A dog attacks, a sister dies, a neighbor yells. Is ice cream the only salvation?
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When I took the money from my disfiguring dog bite and went trekking in
Turkey, my friend Jim called that “a life-affirming act”. (Jim also thought
white stockings were “life-affirming”. I was wearing them the first time we
met and that is apparently why he had a crush on me . . . but he is dead now
and that is another story).

This tale is different. As I was walking down the steps from my home to jog
along the beachside road, an obnoxious little neighborhood dog nipped me
in the back of the leg — the same leg that had been badly mangled in the
front by the much larger canine a few years earlier.

This time, a prick of pain, a bruise, unavoidable psychological distress AND
a little bit of blood. The puncture meant I had to confront the neighbor to
make sure his mutt had been vaccinated against rabies. I mulled over that
fact all the time I was jogging, and decided to wait a day till my temper
cooled. I ran back home, showered, went into the kitchen to prepare dinner
and answered the phone when it rang. It was my mother babbling to me
that my older sister had just died.

“What? What?” My mother was almost incoherent, so I asked to speak to my
deaf but extremely cogent father. He confirmed it. My sister, whom I had
visited two years ago on my annual trip to her part of the US, who had
marked her 53rd birthday a week before, had just died of thyroid cancer.
What’s more, she’d had it for seven years and only her husband and
daughters knew.

I wasn¹t that close to my sister, but as adults we had come to know, like,
and respect each other. And 53! My husband’s age exactly. And she¹d been
handed her death sentence when she was several years younger than I was
at that moment.

A life-affirming act was in order. I took my Weimaraner, Homer, for a long
walk along his favorite trail, and afterwards decided to pass by the home of
the offending mutt. The owner was even more unpleasant, hostile and
obnoxious than his pet, worse than I had anticipated — and I’d been
prepared for the worst. He threatened me, threatened my dog, insulted us
both, told me it was my fault if his dog escaped or attacked, warned me that
if I defended myself against his pet “I would pay the consequences”.
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Okay, this was definitely lively, but it not the kind of life-affirming
experience I’d had in mind. I was beginning to rank my French neighbors
right down there with Balkan fanatics in stereotypical order of nastiness,
and stereotypical ranking of any kind bothers me (even if it is true). I
wanted something more. . . positive.

So I scheduled a haircut and beauty treatment at my usual place. I always
feel better pampering myself with this little luxury. I told the young lady
who combed my hair, “It doesn¹t have to be elaborate today. No receptions
tonight. No hot dates. I just want to make myself feel good.”

Homer was happy to see me when I returned. A dog’s entire essence is life-
affirming.

Earning money is also life-affirming, I reminded myself, so I tried to settle
down and grind out a short article on new trends in consumer electronics.
But everyone I called seemed to be on vacation.

Cleanliness and order contribute to a positive feeling about self and life, so
I made a few desultory stabs at ordering my files and bookshelves. But that
is really a depressing activity for me, my Neverending Story, and I didn’t
feel like being any more depressed.

Cooking is an affirmation of life, so I went upstairs to begin preparing the
evening meal. My husband and both my sons were away, but a couple of
friends were expected for dinner, and I was looking forward to
conversation and — mostly — company. But they called the last minute with
unavoidable conflicts: understandable but disappointing.

My two best friends both had family obligations that evening, so I couldn¹t
talk with either one. I called my parents, but that was an exercise in abject
futility — my mother was beginning her decline into the oblivion of
Alzheimer’s, and my father was so deaf and distraught he could not hear a
word I was saying.

Homer and I went for another walk. The seaside village where I lived back
then was beautiful, stray dogs and nasty neighbors notwithstanding, but I
didn¹t respond to its beauty that evening. Homer and I had dinner on the
terrace overlooking the sea, and I tried to read through the latest in
consumer electronics.
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Then I wandered into my office, where my computer was, where I work
alone all day. And sat there wondering if I was escaping from life or
embracing it through this act of solitary, self-indulgent exposition.

I did hedge my bets, though. I brought down a dish of Hagen Dazs Pralines
& Cream and, as every American woman knows, THAT is as life-affirming
as you can get. Plus, Homer got to lick the dish when I was done. That one
evening, there was a lot left for him to lick.
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